1. Call to Order
   ● Attendance
     ■ Present
     ● Andrew Fischer
     ● Silvia Radulescu
     ● Caroline Reppert
     ● Alex Hollister
     ● Natalie Klingher
     ● Catherine Cooper
     ● Abigail Armstrong
     ● Sarah Nolan
     ● Erik Marks
     ● Elizabeth Rodriguez
     ● Brady Sprague
     ● Alex Reading
     ● Marchel Holle
     ● Lauren Mulligan
     ● Ben Schafer
     ● Evelyn Torsher
     ● Alexander Klosner
     ● Alexandru Hirsu
     ● Cesar Renero
     ● Lizzi Tran
     ● Zach Oscar
     ● Mariaelena Hiller Chacin
     ● Tim Hartel
     ● Maura Torres
     ● Sharon Liu
     ● Don Stayner
     ■ Excused
     ● Conor Craven
     ● Jordan Zeng
     ● Sharif Shrestha
     ● Han Joon Byun
     ● Ellie Ducommun
     ● Zach Hardmeyer
     ■ Absent
     ● Victor Oyadiji

2. Old Business